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High-resolution	3DEM:	Cryo-EM

(http://www.eicn.ucla.edu/xiaorui)

Cryo-EM	and	SPA Cryo-ET
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Seeing antibiotics bound to ribosomes with cryo-
EM and single particle reconstruction

Structure	of	Emetine	bound	to	Plasmodium	ribosome

Drug	free

Drug	bound



Advantages	of	the	use	of	EM	in	structure	based	drug	
discovery:	3DEM

Structure determination with EM has many advantages:

1. No protein crystal required: Major limitation of X-ray 
crystallography

2. Very less (micrograms) sample needed 
3. No phase problem (real image)
4. Process can be automated: Fast
5. Possible on endogenous samples
6. Suitable under physiological conditions



Series of Resolutions for GroEL. From right to left, 4 Angstrom (Å), 8 Å, 16 Å, and 
32 Å resolution. The details are smeared away as the resolution becomes lower.

Higher resolution: more and accurate information  

32 Å 16 Å 8 Å 4 Å

4.0	Å												 3.0	Å								 1.5	Å



Resolution:	what	matters

1. Wavelength	of	the	radiation	used	(λ):		
a. for	LM	550	nm	is	the	wavelength	of	green	light	in	the	middle	of	

the	visible	light	spectrum	550	nm	X	0.6	=	330	nm
b. For	a	EM	operating	at	300	kV	=	0.02	Å	X	0.6	=0.012	Å	(much	

lesser	than	the	atoms).

2. However	in	practice	there	are	more	factors	which	limits	the	resolution	
as	none	of	the	microscope	is	perfect.	Some	of	these	factors	are	
because	the	lenses	are	not	perfect.	Secondly	electrons	are	not	
coherent	(not	identical,	which	we	will	discuss	later	in	electron	gun)	
and	thirdly	microscopes	are	not	that	stable.

3. Resolution	limit	because	of	imperfect	lenses:	spherical	aberration	(Cs)	
and	chromatic	aberration	(Cc).

4. Because	of	these	resolution	in	modern	EM	are	limited	to	Angstrom.	



Accelerating voltage: The fixed amount of high voltage applied to the cathode cap of the transmission electron
microscope.
Astigmatism: An aberration caused by uneven electrical fields surrounding a lens.
Condenser aperture: A small laser-bored hole in a flat strip of molybdenum placed near the condenser lens that helps
to limit the beam size (intensity).
Condenser lens: The first electromagnetic lens that controls the beam intensity and parallel illumination.
Chromatic aberration: Electromagnetic radiation of different energies converging at different focal planes.
Crossover: The point at which the electrons converge. The smallest visual beam image on the phosphorous screen.
DeBroglie's formula: The wavelength of an electron is a function of the accelerating voltage used.
Drift: The apparent "movement" of a specimen across the field of view.
Elastic scattering: Electron scattering where no energy is lost, but the trajectory of the electron is substantially
changed.
Electron scattering: The displacement of an electron beam by a sample, causing formation of an image.
Inelastic scattering: Scattering of electrons in which the electron loses energy.
Intermediate lens: Help the objective lenses to magnify the specimen image.
Objective aperture: A small laser-bored hole in a flat strip of molybdenum placed near the objective lens. Adjustment
of this aperture strip can aid in adjustment of contrast of the image.
Objective lens: The main magnifying lens.
Phosphorescent screen: The screen at the bottom of the electron column, where the specimen is viewed.
Projector lens: The final lens in a TEM. Used to assist in magnifying the image and to project the magnified image onto
the phosphorus screen.
Specimen stage: The platform on which a specimen sits while being imaged.
Spherical aberration: Electrons passing through the periphery of a lens are bend more than those passing through the
center of a lens. The electrons, therefore do not reach a common focal point. Improved with the addition of an
aperture.

Some	common	terms	used	and	their	definitions



Development	of	electron	
microscopes

First	EM	was	built	by	Ernst	Ruska	and		
Max	Knoll	in	1931

Ruska	was	awarded	nobel prize	in	1986	
for	development	of	1st EM	by	which	
resolution	limit	of	light	microscope	was	
surpasses



Anatomy	of	an	TEM



LM

EM



ü Conventional	light	microscopes	use	a	series	of	glass	lenses	to	bend	light	
waves	and	create	a	magnified	image.

ü Transmission	electron	microscopes	use	a	series	of	magnetic	lenses	to	
bend	electrons	and	create	a	magnified	image.	

ü TEM	operate	under	high	vacuum:		Gun:	<	1	x	10-7	Torr,	Column:	<	5	x	10-7	

Torr

Comparison	between	a	LM	and	EM



Anatomy	of	an	EM:

1.	Electron	gun:	source

2.	EM	lenses	and	apertures:	controlling			of	

electron	beam

3.	Camera/Detector:	Imaging

The	column:	Vaccume,	safety

Electrons	are	manipulated	using	
electromagnetic	lenses.	The	electron	beam	
coming	from	the	gun	is	focused	and	
shaped	with	the	help	of	condenser	lenses	
and	apertures.	The	objective	lens	and	the	
projection	system	are	used	to	obtain	and	
magnify	a	diffraction	pattern	or	the	real	
image.	Viewing	screen	or	camera	is	used	
to	view	or	capture	the	image

Anatomy	of	a	TEM





TEM	image	recording	system:	Direct	
electron	detectors,	CCD,	photographic	film

Direct	electron	detector	:	Directly	detects	electrons:	very	expensive	but	highest	
resolution



Direct	electron	detector	(DED)

The majority of detectors in use for transmission electron
microscopy utilize indirect electron detection.

Indirect detection requires that primary elections are
converted to photons in the scintillator, which is coupled
to the (CCD or CMOS) sensor through a lens or fiber optic
coupling.

Direct detection is an attractive alternative where signal
in the complementary metal–oxide–semiconductor
(CMOS) sensor is generated directly by the primary
electron beam.



There are a number of fundamental disadvantages to indirect
detection.

Firstly, scattering of the primary electrons in the scintillator leads
to generation of photons in a volume larger than a single pixel.
This implies that each electron generates signal in a cluster of
pixels on the sensor. The effect of an electron being detected as
signal in multiple pixels can be described quantitatively using the
modulation transfer function (MTF).

Direct detectors offer the possibility of significantly improving
this MTF. Of particular interest are thin detectors where much of
the inactive supporting substrate has been removed, leaving a
thin active layer.

Direct	electron	detector



Signal is generated in the active layer and then the electrons exit
the active layer before significant lateral scattering has occurred.
The removal of the supporting substrate prevents electrons
scattering from the substrate back into the active layer, which
considerably improves MTF.

Secondly, the detective quantum efficiency (DQE) describes how
the detector affects the signal to noise ratio in the image, as
defined by Equation

Direct	electron	detector

DQE(ω)	=	(SNRout)2/(SNRin)2

DQE	of	a	direct	detector	is	much	higher	than	a	CCD	



Detector	with	DQE
of	33%

(Adapted	from	Gatan)



A	camera	with	a	DQE	that	is	25%	of	the	DQE	of	a	second	camera	
would	require	400%	of	the	dose	to	achieve	the	same	image	
quality	as	the	second	camera

(Kuijper et	al	,	JSB	2015)

Higher	DQE=less	dose=less	damage



DIRECT ELECTRON DETECTOR > SUB FRAMES

Uncorrected Image Corrected Image

An electron micrograph image 
was recorded with 60 sub-frames 
and the frames were averaged. 
This resulted in the quality of 
image shown.

When motion between each sub-
frame was corrected and shifted to 
align with the others and the aligned 
sub-frames were averaged, it 
resulted in the image shown with 
higher quality.

eLife 2013;2:e00573

DED	has	very	fast	frame	rates	(movie	mode):	
enables	drift	(movement)	correction



Sample	without	motion	correction

Sample	movement	corrected (Adapted	from	Gatan)



Image	formation	in	TEM:	How	an	
image	in	formed	in	a	TEM



How	do	we	see	an	object	in	a	given	image?

üwe	can	see	an	object	in	an	image	if	there	is	a	difference	in	its	
intensity	compare	to	its	surrounding.	

ü This	difference	in	the	intensities	give	rise	to	contrast.	
üWe	see	objects	because	they	produce	contrast	because	of	this	
difference.

üContrast	can	be	measured	quantitatively.

(Transmission	Electron	Microscopy	pp 371-388)

Contrast,	

Se	we	need	contrast	to	have	an	image	(to	see	our	
particles)



Image	formation	in	EM:	Amplitude	
contrast	and	Phase	contrast	imaging



Amplitude	contrast	and	Phase
contrast	images

We select imaging conditions so	
that one of them dominates

lSi

lSiO2

lAl2O3

lAg

The	electron wave can change both its amplitude	and	phase as	
it	passes	the specimen

which Gives rise	to	contrast



Two different kinds of contrast (objects):

1. Amplitude contrast (Amplitude objects): Contrast is produced
because of differences in the mass or thickness of the objects. Some
part can be electron transparent while rest is not electron transparent

2. Phase contrast (Phase objects): Objects are electron transparent.
Contrast is produced because of the differences in the phases of the
scattered electrons compared to unscattered electrons.





Ø Only	Phases	of	electrons	changed	while	amplitude	remains	the	same
Ø This	biological	samples	are	phase	objects	because	they	are	electron	transparent



Imaging:	Amplitude	contrast	imaging	(bright	field:	BF	and	dark	
field:	DF)	and	Phase	contrast	imaging	(High	Resolution	EM:	

HREM)

Amplitude contrast: Only one of the two (direct beam or scattered electrons) is used.

1. Bright field imaging: In the BF mode of the TEM only the direct beam is allowed to
contribute to image formation.
2. Dark field imaging: In the dark field mode of the TEM only scattered electrons are
allowed to contribute to image formation.

Phase contrast imaging: In the phase contrast imaging (HREM) both the unscattered
(direct) beam and scattered electrons are allowed to contribute to image formation.
contrast is formed by the differences in the phases of these two beams.

TEM	can	be	operated	either	in	a	amplitude	contrast	imaging	mode	
(BF	and	DF)	or	a	phase	contrast	(HREM)	imaging	mode

How is it done: In the TEM, a small objective aperture is inserted into the back focal
plane of the objective lens in such a way that only either the direct beam or the
scattered beam is allowed to pass its central hole and to build up the image. Scattered
electrons are efficiently blocked by the aperture in the direct field mode while its direct
beam which is blocked in dark filed mode.



Schematic representasjons	of BF,	DF	and	HREM imaging
mode	of TEM

Biological	samples	are	phase	objects
In	phase	contrast	EM	we	choose	both	the	unscattered	(direct)	and	scattered	electrons,	

contrast	is	formed	by	the	differences	in	the	phases	of	these	two	electrons

BF	image

Objective
aperture

DF	image

Amplitude	contrast

HREM	image

Phase contrast

Scattered

Unscattered	
(direct)

Incidence	beam



What	happens	when	electrons	hit	a	thin	biological	
sample:	Electron	scattering

u When an electron beam (incidence) falls
onto the thin biological samples, most of the
electrons (about 80-90%) pass through the
thin biological sample unaffected (direct
beam)

u Some of the electrons (about 10%) will be
scattered elastically (no energy loss)

u Some of the electrons (about 10%) will be
scattered inelastically (energy loss)

u Some of the electrons will be back scattered
(SEM)

u There will be a number of other events
producing some secondary electrons, X-rays,
Auger electrons etc.



1.	Direct	beam:	no	energy	is	transferred	if	the	electron	passes	the	
sample	without	any	interaction	at	all.	Such	electrons	contribute	to	the	
direct	beam	which	contains	the	electrons	that	passes	the	sample	in	
direction	of	the	incident	beam.	These	signals	are	mainly	exploited	in	
TEM	and	electron	diffraction	methods.

2. Elastic Interactions: no energy is transferred from the electron to
the sample. As a result, the electron leaving the sample still has its
original energy, E0: Eel = E0
These electrons contribute to the image formation in TEM.

3.	Inelastic	Interactions:	If	energy	is	transferred	from	the	incident	
electrons	to	the	sample,	then	the	energy	of	the	electron	after	
interaction	with	the	sample	is	consequently	reduced,	Eel <	E0.
These	electrons	contribute	to	the	noise	in	TEM.
The	energy	transferred to the	specimen	can cause different	signals
such as	X-rays,	Auger or	secondary electrons,	plasmons,	phonons,	UV	
quanta etc.	



Phase	contrast:	Image	formed	due	the	differences	in	phases	
of	the	direct	and	scattered	electrons	

Thin	biological	
sample	

Phase	shift
(900)	

Thin	biological	samples	slow	down	the	
scattered	electrons,	causing	a	shift	(900)	

in	their	phases	relative	to	the	
unscattered	electrons			

Contrast	in	HR	TEM	is	generated	by	phase	
shift	not	by	the	amplitude.	Remember	
electrons	are	not	absorbed	by	material



Contrast	in	HR	TEM	is	generated	by	phase	shift	not	by	the	
amplitude.	Remember	electrons	are	not	absorbed	by	thin	

material



In the process of forming the primary image, the objective lens produces a
diffraction pattern at its back focal plane. The diffraction pattern is the
Fourier Transformation of the object. So the primary image formed in TEM
is the Fourier transformation of the object.

Back	Focal	plane

HR	image	formation	in	TEM

Real	Image	plane



Phase	shift:	Produces	contrast	in	HR	TEM



Wave	interferences:	adding	sine	waves



Complex	wave		

A

B

C

D

Component	A

Component	B

Component	C

Component	D

+

+

+

separating	sine	waves	(Fourier	Transformation	or	
decomposition)	

FTFT-1



Diffraction	pattern	can	be	better	understood	by	
studying	X-ray	diffraction	of	ordered	objects	

(protein	crystals)	and	same	principle	applies	to	
unordered	objects	



X-ray	Diffraction	pattern
Bragg’s	law:	Constructive	interferences	in	some	directions:	only	occur	when	
path	difference	is	integral	number	of	wavelength	(nλ)

Bragg’s	law:	nλ	=	2d	sinα		(wavelength	(λ)	and	distance	(d)	are	fixed	in	crystal)	

Sinα	=	λ/d	(smaller	the	distances,	higher	is	the	scattering	angle	for	
constructive	interferences)

2dsinα	=	nλ

(www.scientificlib.com)

In	the	image	Θ =	α



Resolution

Pixel	density	degrades	with	increasing	distance	
from	the	center	(low	intensity	pixels	with	higher	
frequencies)





Electron	
beam

Back	Focal	Plane
(Diffraction/FT)

Image	Plane
(Real	Image)EM	lens

Decomposition Synthesis

Electron	microscopy



True	objects

EM	image

Image	is	blurred,	spreaded,	
edges	are	not	sharp

Real	space Reciprocal	space	(FT)

EM	image	of	amorphous	
carbon	

FT

• Information	is	limited	(not	up	to	the	Nyquist).
• Some	FT	components	are	totally	missing	(zeros).
• Some	FT	are	only	partially	present.
• Positive	and	negative	contrast/oscillation.	

Spatial	frequency

Amplitude/
contrast

Information	limit+I

-I



Are	our	EM	images	perfect?	
What	happens	during	imaging?

Image	=	Original	object	x		Point	spread	
function	(PSF)

PSF=	a	constant	because	of	defects	in	EM

Inverse	of	convolution	is	deconvolution	=	image/PSF
If	we	know	PSF,	we	can	improve	our	images	

Convolution: Convolution is a mathematical operation on two functions (object and PSF)
producing a third function (image) that is typically viewed as a modified version of one of
the original functions (object)

Objects

Images

X =

Object								PSF									Image



EM	image	of	amorphous	carbon	 Diffraction	pattern	(FT)

Are	our	EM	images	perfect?	
What	happens	during	imaging?

Spatial	frequency

Amplitude/
contrast

Information	limit+I

-I



What	happens	to	an	EM	image:
² Some	of	the	FT	components	are	present	fully
² Some	are	partially	
² And	some	are	totally	absent	(zero)
² High	resolution	components	slowly	degrades	and	disappear		
Reasons:	
ü Imperfect	lenses:	Spherical	aberration	(Cs)
ü Imperfect	electron	gun:	Partial	temporal	and	spatial	coherence
ü Defocus	(images	are	taken	at	under	focus)
ü Alignments	(user	dependent)

Spatial	frequency

Amplitude/
contrast

Information	limit+I

-I



Contrast	Transfer	Function	(CTF)

1.	CTF	in	FT	is	PSF	in	real	space:	FT	of	PSF	is	CTF
2.	CTF	is	an	oscillatory	function
3.	CTF	describes	how	contrast	(information)	is	transferred	to	image	in	terms	of	spatial	

frequency	(Fourier	components)
4.	Each	frequency	components	represents	information:	low	frequency	- lower		
resolution,	high	frequency	-higher	resolution)		

Ideal	CTF	:	All	of	the	information	for	all	the	components	(spatial	frequency)	
should	be	transferred	to	images

Spatial	frequency

Amplitude

Spatial	frequency

Amplitude/
contrast

Information	limit+I

-I

+I



Back	Focal	Plane
(Diffraction/FT)

Image	Plane
(Real	Image)

EM	lens

Decomposition Synthesis

Electron	
microscopy

u Scattered	electrons	are	focused	using	lens	to	form	back	focal	plane	and	image	plane
u Each	spots	on	back	focal	plane	represents	one	component	(FT):	scattering	centers	having	

same	distances				

Scattering	in	EM:	electrons	can	be	focused	

Electron	
beam



Sample

Lens

BF	plane

Image	plane

Diffraction	pattern:	Only	
amplitude,	no	phase

Magnified	Real	image	:	Both	
the	amplitude	and	phase	

Sample

FT

Inverse	FT

Scheme	of	image	
formation	in	TEM

Electron	
beam



Lets	try	to	understand	the	process	of	image	formation	
by	phase	contrast	to	understand	the	CTF

Reminders:	
Ø Phases	of	the	scattered	electrons	are	(shifted)	delayed	by	900.
Ø Image	is	formed	by	the	phase	contrast	due	to	wave	interferences	between	the	direct	

beam	(unscattered)	and	scattered	beam.
Ø About	90%	of	the	incidence	beam	is	not	scattered,	passed	the	sample	unaffected.
Ø Only	about	10%	of	the	incidence	beam	is	scattered	by	the	sample.
Ø Both	the	direct	beam	and	scattered	electrons	are	involved	in	image	formation	(HREM).
Ø Low	resolution	information	is	scattered	at	lower	scattering	angles	and	high	resolution	at	

higher	scattering	angles.	

Spatial	frequency

Amplitude/
contrast

Information	limit+I

-I



Imaginary

Real

Ψt Ψt

Ψt Ψt

Phase	shift	of	900 Phase	shift	of	1800

Phase	shift	of	2700 Phase	shift	of	0	or	3600

Ø Phase	shift	of	900 and	2700 does	not	cause	any	significant	change	in	the	amplitude	of	
the	resulting	wave.

Ø Phase	shift	of	00 and	1800 degree	cause	significant	change	(maximum)	in	the	
amplitude	of	the	resulting	wave.	

Ø Phase	shifts	of	other	angles	will	have	intermediate	effects	in	the	amplitude	of	the	
resulting	wave.

Argand	diagram

Red=	Scattered	beam
Blue=	Direct	beam
Orange=Resulting	beam



Adding	to	2	electron	waves	together

Blue	1	wave	(unscattered)
Red	1	wave	(Scattered)
Orange	sum	wave



Blue	1	wave	(unscattered)
Red	1	wave	(Scattered)
Orange	sum	wave

90	degree	phase	shift	does	not	
cause	much	change	in	amplitude

This	is	what	happens	in	EM,	
scattered	wave	is	90	degree	phase	
shifted	related	to	scattered	wave

So	90	degree	phase	shift	
would	not	produce	any	
contrast	in	out	EM	images

1. Presence	of	a	smaller	wave	to	be	seen	only	depends	on	its	phase
2. In	some	phases	its	presence	will	not	be	felt	(90	degree)	while	in	

others	its	presence	will	be	strongly	felt	(0	and	180	degree)	



…But	our	microscope	is	not	perfect:
….some	of	the	components	are	represented	strongly	over	others	and	
some	are	completely	missing…

Ø Scattered	wave	is	delayed	(phase	shift)	to	90	degree	related	to	scattered	wave	
Ø Scattering	wave	angle	is	proportional	to	frequencies
Ø Lower	spatial	frequency	=	low	scattering	angle=	low		resolution
Ø Higher	spatial	frequency	=	high	scattering	angle=	high		resolution	
Ø Scattered	waves	at	image	plane	has	much	lower	amplitude	(only	10%	scattering)

How	does	phase	shift	produce	an	image	
(Intensities	difference)



ØA perfect lens in focus will
produce no contrast when
scattered wave is 900 phase
shifted.

Ø1800 phase shift will
produce maximum contrast.

ØContrast in EM image is
produced by spherical
aberration (defect in lens)
and by applying defocus
(imaging under focus).

ØSpherical aberration and
defocus apply additional
phase shift by changing
path length.

Unscattered
900
1800
2700
00

Contrast	in	an	EM	image	is	produced	by	Cs	and	defocus



Image	
plane

Argand	diagram	

Direct	beam	(lets	assume	its	phase	as	00),	

Spatial	frequency

Contrast	(am
plitude,	Intensities)



Image	
plane

Spatial	frequency

Scattered	wave,	Φ =	900
Additional	phase	shift	due	to	Cs	(path	length)	=	900
Total	phase	shift	Φt =	180

Contrast	(am
plitude,	Intensities)



Image	
plane

Spatial	frequency

Scattered	wave,	Φ =	900
Additional	phase	shift	due	to	Cs	(path	length)	=	1800
Total	phase	shift	Φt =	270

Contrast	(am
plitude,	Intensities)



Image	
plane

Spatial	frequency

Scattered	wave,	Φ =	900
Additional	phase	shift	due	to	Cs	(path	length)	=	2700
Total	phase	shift	Φt =	3600

Contrast	(am
plitude,	Intensities)



Image	
plane

Spatial	frequency

Scattered	wave,	Φ =	900
Additional	phase	shift	due	to	Cs	(path	length)	=	3600
Total	phase	shift	Φt =	900+3600

Contrast	(am
plitude,	Intensities)



Image	
plane

Spatial	frequency

Scattered	wave,	Φ =	900
Additional	phase	shift	due	to	Cs	(path	length)	=	3600 +900
Total	phase	shift	Φt =	900+3600+900

Contrast	(am
plitude,	Intensities)



Image	
plane

Scattered	wave,	Φ =	900
Additional	phase	shift	due	to	Cs	(path	length)	=	3600 +900
Total	phase	shift	Φt =	900+3600+900

Spatial	frequency
Contrast	(am

plitude,	Intensities)

I

I



Spatial	frequency

Contrast	(am
plitude)

I

I

Zero	information	for	these	
frequencies

Maximum	information	for	
these	frequencies

Partial	information	for	these	
frequencies

Contrast	Transfer	Function	(CTF):	
ü Oscillatory	function
ü Describe	how	contrast	(information)	is	transferred	to	image	in	terms	of	spatial	

frequency	(FT)
ü Each	frequency	components	represents	information	(low	to	high	resolution)		

EM	images:	Not	all	the	information	got	
transferred	from	the	object

Spatial	frequency
-I

I

Maximum	information	for	all	the	
frequencies:	Ideal	CTF	(will	
produce	a	perfect	image)

Contrast	(am
plitude,	Intensities)



Contrast	Transfer	Function:	
Ø How	information	is	transferred	to	the	image.
Ø CTF	depends	on	spherical	aberration	(Cs)	and	

defocus.
Ø we	just	saw	effect	of	Cs.	

CTF	=	Sin	[	-πΔ£λk2	+	(πCsλ3k4/2)]	

Defocus Spherical	aberration

Lets	see	how	defocus	affects	CTF…............



Lets	see	how	defocus	affects	CTF

Image	
plane

Close	to	focus	(not	applied	
any	defocus)

Apply	some	defocus	(reduced	the	
strength	of	lens	by	reducing	the	current)	

Camera/detector	is	physically	linked	
to	the	image	plane	(focused)

Camera/detector	is	still	linked	to	the	
same	image	plane	(focused)

New	image	plane



Effect	of	defocus	on	CTF:

ü By	changing	defocus,	path	lengths	of	all	the	waves	will	
be	changed	at	the	image	plane.

ü This	will	introduce	additional	phase	shifts.
ü Because	of	this	additional	phase	shift	the	wave	

functions	at	the	image	plane	will	be	different	now.
ü Certain	waves	which	were	not	detected	earlier	will	

now	be	detected	and	vise	versa.
ü By	applying	a	range	of	defocus,	information	lost	at	

zeros	can	be	retrieved.
ü Applying	defocus	results	in	a	rapid	loss	of	higher	

resolution	information.

Image	showing	CTF	at	
mentioned	defocuses



CTF	:	Band	pass	filter



CTF	is	a	complicated	band	pass	filter



Effect	of	defocus	on	information	
(resolution)



High	resolution	information	
(frequency)	are	dominated	

at	low	defocus

Low	resolution	information	
(frequency)	are	dominated	

at	high	defocus

Fig. Simulation of the contrast transfer function The first zero 
of the contrast transfer function, denoted by the arrows.

Fig. Selected regions from a focal pair of 
ice-embedded bacteriophageP22 
procapsid images. Scale	bar	500A°.



Envelope	function	:	degradation	or	dampening	of	CTF	Due	to	spatial	
and	temporal	coherence.	It	causes	dampening	of	high	resolution	spatial	
frequency	components	until	they	are	eliminated		

Spatial	coherence:	it’s	a	result	of	partial	defect	in	electron	gun.	If	electrons	are	
not	coming	from	the	same	direction	it	affects	high	resolution	(high	frequency	
components)	more	then	the	low	resolution.

Temporal	coherence:	:	it’s	also	a	result	of	partial	defect	in	electron	gun.	If	all	
the	electrons	are	not	monochromatic	(having	same	energy)	it	affects	high	
resolution	(high	frequency	components)	more	then	the	low	resolution.

Spatial	and	temporal	coherence	produces	envelop	function.	

Spatial	frequency

Contrast	Transfer	Function

I

-I

Contrast

Envelope	function



Spatial	
frequency

Contrast	Transfer	Function

I

-I

Contrast

Object

Image	is	produced	by	the	F	
synthesis	of	the	above	4	
frequency	waves,	low	resolution	is	
ok	but	high	resolution	is	lost

During	imaging	high	resolution	information	is	more	
sensitive	to	any	minor	defects	in	EM	components

Spatial	coherence	(electrons	not	coming	from	the	
same	direction):	how	does	it	affects	our	image)

Frequencies	present	in	the	object

4	Frequencies	are	produced	by	
electrons	(FT)	at	BFP	instead	of	2

Image



One	nice	F	component	
(frequency)

Two	F	components	(frequencies)	instead	of	one.	High	
frequencies	will	suffer	the	most	and	will	lead	to	loss	of	the	

information	at	high	resolution.

Back	Focal	
Plane
(Diffraction/FT
)

EM	
lens

Decomposition

Coheren
t	

electron	
beam

Partial	coherent	
electron	beam:	
electrons	coming	

from	two	directions

Back	Focal	Plane
(Diffraction/FT)

EM	lens

Decomposition

Partial	coherent	
electron	beam:	
electrons	coming	

from	two	directions

Back	Focal	Plane
(Diffraction/FT)

EM	lens

Decomposition

Low	frequency	
component

High	frequency	
component

Spatial	coherence	(electrons	not	coming	from	the	
same	direction):	how	does	it	affects	our	image



Temporal	coherence	(electrons	not	having	same	energies):	
how	does	it	affects	our	image

ü There are three image planes.
ü One focused and other two under focused.
ü Camera is physically linked to the focused plane.
ü Image will be an average of these two under focused image

planes and so will be there CTF.

Camera/detector	

image	plane	(focused)	
image	plane	1	

image	plane	2	

I

-I CTF	at	image	plane	2	

I

-I CTF	at	image	plane	1	

I

-I
Final	CTF	of	image

I

-I
Image	is	an	average	of	1	and	2

E1 E2



Envelope	function	:	degradation	or	dampening	of	CTF	Due	to	spatial	
and	temporal	coherence.	It	causes	dampening	of	high	resolution	spatial	
frequency	components	until	they	are	eliminated.

Spatial	frequency

Contrast	Transfer	Function

I

-I

Contrast

Envelope	function,	ETot =	ETC+ESC

ESC ETC
ETot



Point	spread	function	(PSF)	or	Contrast	Transfer	Function	
(CTF):	its	effect	on	image

Object																															Image

?
Ideal	CTF,	no	envelop	function

Effect	of	ETC

Effect	of	ETC	and	ESC

Effect	of	CS,	Δ£	(CTF	or	PSF),	ETC	and	ESC	(Ttot)

Conclusions:
1.	CTF	needs	to	be	corrected	to	get	the	true	images	or	without	CTF	correction	EM	images	
are	not	true	representations	of	the	object	imaged.
2.	Envelope	function	limits	the	resolution.		

X

X

X



1. PSF	is	similar	in	a	image
2. Its	called	convolution
3. All	the	density	in	an	image	is	blurred	by	the	same	PSF

I		:	Image
O	:	Object
PSF	:	Point	spread	function
I	=	O	x	PSF;			(Convolution)

PSF	=	Ft	{CTF}
Object	=	I/Ft{CTF};	Deconvolution

CTF:	can	be	calculated	mathematically

CTF	Correction:	getting	true	information	

CTF	=	Sin	[	-πΔ£λk2	+	(πCsλ3k4/2)]	

Defocus Spherical	aberration



§ First image is obtained at 
0.5μm defocus, and 
second at 1.0 μm defocus 

§ The Thon rings of the 
second image are located 
closer to the origin and 
oscillate more rapidly 

§ The rings alternate 
between positive and 
negative contrast, as seen 
in the plotted curves

5. CTF determination and correction 

CTF estimation

Orlova, E. V., & Saibil, H. R. (2011). Structural Analysis of Macromolecular Assemblies by Electron 
Microscopy. Chemical Reviews, 111(12), 7710–7748. doi:10.1021/cr100353t



*

CTF curve of uncorrected data
CTF curve after Phase correction: 
phase flipping

5. CTF determination and correction 

CTF curve after amplitude correction
Orlova, E. V., & Saibil, H. R. (2011). Structural 
Analysis of Macromolecular Assemblies by 
Electron Microscopy. Chemical Reviews, 
111(12), 7710–7748. doi:10.1021/cr100353t

Without	CTF	correction,	EM	images	are	not	true	representation	of	object	

CTF	Correction	:	phase	flipping	



Phase	Plate:	adds	additional	900	phase	shift	

(Danev et	al.,	2014	PNAS)

(http://www.biochem.mpg.de/2
75098/03_ContentMethods)



(Khoshouei,	et	al.,	Nature	Comm,	2015)

Phase	plate	enhances	contrast	without	defocus:	enabling	
cryo-EM	of	smaller	proteins	not	visible	without	PP	

(http://www.biochem.mpg.de/
275098/03_ContentMethods)


